2002 chevy silverado transfer case

Top excellent rebuilt Silverado and Heavy Duty transfer cases saving your cash! With one of the
best guarantees in the business in addition to expert technical help, you are able to count on
Proven Force for that specific parts you require! Proven Force an industry leading car re-builder
of 4 wheel drive transfer cases, as well as provider for light, medium cars and trucks over 38
years. You will find the complete collection of vehicle products that we offer at Rebuilt Silverado
Chevrolet Transfer Cases are available for through model years. All in question elements are
swapped out. These kinds of parts are changed using brand-new parts which include: bearings,
races, seals, chain, fork inserts in addition to bushings. All possible upgrades are included in to
the units throughout the building process, all units are pressure and spin tested by experienced
automotive professionals. You'll get a 1 calendar year, absolutely no hassle ensure that you can
be confident, additionally a fast reimbursement of the core deposit. We offer a wide range of
New Process transfer case rebuilt units and shift motors for the following Silverado Chevrolet
Models:. Previous to placing any order for your replacement Silverado Chevrolet transfer case
its vital that you check out the rear of the existing transfer case on an identification tag see
example down below. The label provides the actual model no. We must have the assembly
number at time of the order it can make sure that you receive a direct drop in replacement unit.
You'll employ existing yokes and switches from you old unit whenever exchanging the
particular transfer case. Benefit from our knowledge when replacing your Silverado Chevrolet
Transfer Case. You can expect Free Technical support phone Call and speak with a
professional, planning a repair or performance upgrade, allow us to help save some cash. The
Installation Service Center offers repair shop solutions with qualified and properly trained
mechanics to help with maintaining your car or truck in very best running order. We can easily
replace your current transfer case for you, or supply a direct drop in replacement unit sent to
your home or business street address. Center Bearing-4 Subaru Toyota Volvo. Use WordPress?
Please enable JavaScript to view. Silverado Silverado HD. We're here in Vancouver this morning
in an increasingly chilly October, with Mr. Bernie Pawlik of Pawlik Automotive in Vancouver.
How are you doing this morning Bernie? Mark: So we're talking trucks today, Chevy Silverado
that had a transfer case problem. What was going on with this Chevy truck? Bernie: So this
vehicle came in for service. We do a lot of work on this particular truck, and the owner had
taken it on an exceptionally long trip across Canada and back. If you look on a map, you'll see
it's a long ways. It's a lot of driving. He came back, there was a few issues with the truck. We
looked at it, and one thing we found was that there was a leak in the transfer case. There was an
actual fluid leak in the transfer case, and the fluid level when we checked it was exceptionally
low pretty much right off the edge. Bernie: Well interestingly enough, we found a little hole in
the transfer case near the top there was an actual hole, and we'll look at some photos in a
minute and I'll show you that. But that's basically where the fluid was leaking, it was actually a
hole in the case housing. Bernie: Well we'll look at that in pictures in a minute, but there are a
number of ways holes can develop. You could hit a rock, you could actually hit something with
the transfer case. Or a strange circumstance, a rock could actually fling up. It's pretty thin
aluminum. The case of this one, it was actually wear from a part inside that had been moving
back and forth over, this truck has , kilometres, so over , kilometres this part, it's the oil pump,
was moving back and forth back and forth, and eventually put a hole through the side of the
case. Bernie: Pretty much nothing. As I mentioned, we check the fluid level and we basically
found nothing in there. When we took it apart there was oil in it, but no appreciable amount.
There's supposed to be two litres of fluid in this case, there was probably if you could scrape
very drop of oil off the bearings and everything, there's probably a couple of tablespoons at
most. It was basically surviving with just lubrication that was on the bearings themselves.
Bernie: I do. Let's go right into those right now. To start, there is the rear cover of the transfer
case. You can see that okay? Bernie: Now if you look, it's an old dirty case, but if you look in
this are a specifically you can see it's a little cleaner, there's a little more dirt and it's got some
clean patches. So basically the hole is right over here, and I'll just close in a photo that shows a
better view of that hole, which is right there. There's our hole. Tiny little, almost looks like it's
meant to be there in terms of how nicely shaped it is. But that was our hole, that's where the
fluid leak. And it was at the top of the case, which is fortunate because it had probably been
leaking for a while and splashed out over a long period of time. So we'll go back into some other
photos. So here's the inside of the transfer case. This is after reassembling it, so this is the
transfer case chain. This is one of the main components of a transfer case, this is the chain that
basically allows the drive to go This shaft here will go to the rear wheels. This connects up to
the front drive shaft to drive the front axle, so that's how the. Again, the chain and these gears
are one of the main components of the transfer case once you switch into four-wheel drive. To
switch from high to low gear, down in this area of the case there's a planetary gear there's a
shift fork and that'll make an adjustment. So that gives you the low gear range that transfer

cases, most of them have. Here's the inside of that new housing. We were able to replace this
housing. And the wear was basically occurred in this region here, from the oil pump, which sits
in these four places here, it just has a little bit of movement and over time, , kilometres, it just
moves around a tiny bit, tiny bit, tiny bit eventually it just wore a hole through the case. This
replacement case is actually made of a better grade of aluminum than the original, so it
theoretically should never happen again. But the ironic thing is they actually put these clips in,
and we found one that was broken apart. There's a couple clips, they're called case savers, and
they're actually meant to prevent this from happening. But strangely enough, they don't. It
actually slapped around enough and wore the case saver and a part, and then just wore it
through the case. So this is kind of a useless piece, it's not really important to replace. It doesn't
come with the rebuild kit, you can get them but they're really not an important item to use.
Bernie: Well gear boxes do, they do get hot they get warm, but they're not hot like an engine, so
they can survive with just lubrication that's on the surface. It's hard to know how much longer
this case would've gone, but they can survive for a long time without actually being full of oil.
We've run into a number of transfer cases over the years where a customer brings a vehicle in,
it's basically got almost no fluid in it whatsoever, and we fill it up and away it goes and it's no
problem. I'm not saying I recommend that at all, you should always keep it full because of
course there was some wear inside this case, nothing major though. We replaced all the
bearings of course because we were in there, but there was nothing major worn. All the gears
were in good shape, the chain was in good shape. We replaced it anyways because it's a good
thing to do with that kind of mileage on it, it'd be kind of crazy not to change the chain because
they do stretch over time. But nothing really severely worn. The only other major component we
found, was one of the shift forks was worn and it has plastic tabs on it. So over time that had
worn, it's hard to say whether, chances are it was well lubricated it probably would've been in
better shape, but you never know if we would've taken it apart we might have found it was still
equally worn. Bernie: There's a variety of things that happen, and there're different types of
transfer cases. So this one, for instance, is a fully manual two speed transfer case. It's kinda
common on a lot of heavier duty type of trucks. So this is the one that has the shifter on the
floor where you have to mechanically move the shifter. A lot of transfer cases are electronic.
You don't even push buttons. It's all computer controlled, so it'll shift the four-wheel drive or
all-wheel drive, it'll make adjustments computer controlled. And then there are other versions
that are sort of semi-automatic. I've got a Suburban and it has basically a push button, you push
a button on the dash, it'll switch into four-wheel drive. And then you can switch into low range,
and again it's push button. And the way that's done, instead of having the lever on the floor it
basically has a motor. It looks kind of like a windshield wiper motor, and it basically actuates
the, moves the forks back and forth. That's actually a pretty common problem. The actuator
motors will go bad. The chains will stretch. Those are common things, and from time to time
bearings will wear also. But fluid leaks are probably the most common we see in it and repair.
And of course, if you fix a fluid leak you're preventing other damage. This is surprising we
caught this transfer case at the right time. Had he driven it for another few months, it for sure
catastrophic damage would've occurred. Bernie: They're all pretty much, I'd say they're all fairly
equal, at least as far as if we think of a North American truck style transfer cases. A lot of them
are made by New Process, which is a transfer case manufacturer. So there're different grades in
these transfer cases depending on if you have a half ton, three quarter, or one ton vehicle.
There are other brands as well, but there doesn't seem to be any particular, Chevy's are better
than Ford's or Dodge's, they're all kind of created equal, even amongst the imported vehicles.
But when things go wrong say with those BMW type of transfer cases, they're much more
expensive because the gear mechanisms are the same but the intricacies of how the other
components work are the shifting mechanisms are much more complicated. So I'd say they're
all, if you're thinking I'm only going to buy this vehicle because the transfer case is better, then
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don't worry about. They're all created pretty much equally. Mark: So there you go. If you've got
any issues with your four by four in Vancouver, the guys to see are Pawlik Automotive. You can
reach them at to book your appointment. You have to book ahead, they're busy. Or check out
our website, pawlikautomotive. Thank you very much for listening to the podcast. Thanks
Bernie. In order to provide an estimate , a diagnosis is the next step! Bernie: Doing very well.
Mark: So where was the fluid actually leaking from? Mark: So how do you think a hole like this
could develop? Mark: So once you opened it up, was there any fluid in the case itself? Mark:
You have some pictures. Mark: Yep. Mark: So how could the unit survive without fluid in it?

Mark: So what are the most common problems you find with transfer cases? Mark: And are
there any transfer cases that are worse than others? Bernie: Thanks Mark, and thanks for
listening and watching. Let's Discuss Your Vehicle Book an Appointment Here.

